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Desigual commits to a full brand turn around in
radical campaign by WE ARE Pi

Barcelona, June 18th 2019, fashion house Desigual permanently flips its logo as part of a full
brand turn-around launched this week with “Forwards Is Boring” campaign developed in
partnership with Amsterdam based ideas company, WE ARE Pi.
Incomprehensible signs meant to be read in selfie mode, an ode to the illogical with chapters
that are only available through Instagram stories, influencers who have been spun around, and
a magazine that starts from the end. These are just some of the pieces from the “Forwards is
Boring” campaign that Desigual is using to present its new image to the world.

The objective of the campaign, in addition to presenting the company’s
surprising new image which makes it the first international brand to
permanently rotate its logo, is to invite people to think. To make them feel
awkward. To make them step outside of their comfort zones. Which is exactly
what we’ve done.”
— Desigual, Chief Marketing Officer, Guillem Gallego

In addition to becoming the first brand in the world to permanently reverse its logo, Desigual
are also making their intentions very clear: being ourselves. A tribute to the rebellious,
disruptive and fresh spirit that inspired a famous Spanish filmmaker to give them the name
“Desigual” in 1984 because they were “not doing the same thing” as everyone else. Desigual's
move is in stark contrast to the branding of other fashion houses becoming more uniform. An
inverted move that brings them closer, once again, to fulfilling the brand dream: living in a
world where everyone can be themselves by using their innate creativity as a tool.

The campaign, designed by Desigual’s Creative Studio in collaboration with Amsterdam based
WE ARE Pi, starts this week. It begins with Social media and Outdoor street marketing in major
European cities, where people will find signs that seem impossible to read at first but conceal a
hidden message.

“We live in illogical times. We live in Desigual times. 'Forwards is Boring' is
more than a campaign, it’s an attitude created to guide Desigual and its
growing community of artists into the future.”
— Alex Bennett Grant, CEO and Founder of WE ARE Pi

Having spent a career trying to make sense of brands its refreshing to stop
making sense and show that different makes the difference"
— Barney Hobson, Executive Creative Director and Co-founder of WE ARE Pi

About Desigual
Desigual is an international fashion brand that was established in Barcelona in 1984. It is
famous for the individuality and unique character of its creations, which aim to bring positivity
and authenticity to thousands of people who want to express the best version of themselves. The
company currently has a workforce of over 3,700 employees and is present in nearly 100
countries through 13 sales channels, over 500 branded stores and six product categories:
Woman, Man, Kids, Accessories, Shoes and Sport. Contact Aimee Connor
aimee@halocommunications.biz
About WE ARE Pi
WE ARE Pi is an Amsterdam-based international Ideas Company, founded in 2011. Guided by
the promise to ‘Never Settle’ WE ARE Pi deliver integrated strategies and innovative creative
platforms for clients including Heineken, LEGO, TED Conferences, Intersport, Nikon, Redbull,
Desigual, InsingerGilissen and Ace & Tate. www.wearepi.com
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WE ARE Pi, an ideas company born to provide a modern alternative for thought leaders building the brands of
tomorrow
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